ISONG Nurses with Genetic Credentials* by State

* CGN = Clinical Genetics Nurse (NPCC)
  ACGN = Advanced Clinical Genetics Nurse (NPCC)
  AGN-BC = Advanced Genetics Nurse-Board Certified (ANCC)

**Alabama**
Roberta Jones, AGN-BC

**Georgia**
Alice Kerber, ACGN
Kristina Schultz-Tanner, ACGN

**Hawaii**
Karen L Gutierrez, AGN-BC

**Iowa**
Shana Coker, ACGN

**Maryland**
Kathleen Calzone, AGN-BC

**Michigan**
Mary Alison Smania, AGN-BC

**Minnesota**
Denise Musser, AGN-BC

**Missouri**
Suzanne M Mahon, AGN-BC
New Jersey
Sharon Anderson, AGN-BC
Judy Rokeach, CGN

New York
Mayu Frank, AGN-BC

Oregon
Nancy Ledbetter, ACGN, AGN-BC

Pennsylvania
Susan Montgomery, CGN
Donna Lamp, CGN

Texas
Patricia A Kelly, AGN-BC
Joanna Spahis, AGN-BC

Tennessee
Stacy Hines-Dowell, ACGN, AGN-BC
Catherine Marcum, ACGN, AGN-BC

Virginia
Phyllis C Everett, AGN-BC
Karen J. Whitt, AGN-BC

Washington
Andrea Hartgraves, CGN